
 

Dementia rates higher in men with common
genetic disorder haemochromatosis
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New research has found that men who have the Western world's most
common genetic disorder are more likely to develop dementia,
compared to those without the faulty genes. 
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Researchers at the University of Exeter and the University of
Connecticut have previously found that men with two faulty genes that
cause the iron overload condition haemochromatosis are more likely to
develop liver cancer, arthritis and frailty, compared to those without the
faulty genes. 

Now, the team's new analysis of more than 335,000 people of European
ancestry in UK Biobank, funded by the Medical Research Council and
published in the Journal of Alzheimer's Disease, has found that men who
carry the two faulty genes that cause haemochromatosis are more likely
to develop dementia than men who do not carry any copies of the faulty
gene. 

The latest study analyzed 2,890 men and women, aged 40-70 years with
two faulty haemochromatosis genes (called HFE C282Y homozygous) in
UK Biobank. The team found that 25 of the 1,294 men with the two
faulty genes went on to develop dementia, which was 83 per cent more
common than for those without the faulty genes. The team also found a
build-up of iron in key areas of the brain linked to dementia, in a subset
of men with two faulty genes that cause hemochromatosis. The same
group of men were also significantly more likely to develop delirium,
itself linked to dementia, over a ten-year follow-up. These findings could
influence calls for the UK National Screening Committee to recommend
screening for the condition, which is currently under consultation. 

Haemochromatosis causes a build-up of iron around the body. An
estimated 175,000 men and boys of European ancestry in the UK have
the two faulty genes that cause haemochromatosis. The disorder is
known as the "Celtic curse" because it is particularly prevalent in Celtic
bloodlines. Reliable tests are available to identify those at risk—blood
tests for measuring iron levels and genetic testing. Symptoms can include
feeling tired all the time, muscle weakness and joint pains, meaning it is
often misdiagnosed as the signs of aging. Once diagnosed, the condition
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is easily treated by a process similar to donating blood several times a
year, to lower iron levels. 

Lead author Dr. Janice Atkins, of the University of Exeter Medical
School said: "We know that a build-up of iron in the brain is linked to
dementia in people without haemochromatosis. Our study is the first to
show that men with the mutations for haemochromatosis may have a
substantially increased risk of dementia, although the numbers of people
who develop dementia are still low. We now need more research to
establish whether the genetic condition causes brain decline, particularly
as haemochromatosis is easy to treat, and could be a route to preventing
some dementia." 

Professor David Melzer, who leads the research group in Exeter said: "In
the past, there was debate about whether having the haemochromatosis
faulty genes caused excess disease. It is now clear that these genes cause
high rates of liver cancer and increased rates of several diseases
including dementia. We now urgently need clinical trials of early
diagnosis and treatment for people with the haemochromatosis genes in
the UK, to pave the way to a screening program for this condition." 

Of those 1,294 men with two faulty genes, 78 participated in an MRI
study which included brain scanning. Their data were compared to
11,082 participants who did not have the two faulty genes. The brain
imaging data on men with the two faulty genes for haemochromatosis
found a build-up of iron in areas of the brain including the hippocampus
and thalamus, known to be linked to memory. 

Haemochromatosis tends to be more serious in men, with women
partially protected because they lose iron through menstruation and
childbirth, although some younger women do develop the disease. The
study found no increase in dementia risk in women with faulty
haemochromatosis genes. 
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Dr. David Steffens, Professor and Chair of the Department of
Psychiatry at the University of Connecticut School of Medicine and a co-
author of the paper, noted: "This study adds to the list of modifiable
factors that may point to prevention of dementia. If our results are
replicated, it may become routine for clinicians to test for
hemochromatosis in the evaluation of patients with memory complaints
and in the screening of older asymptomatic patients." 

Neil McClements, Chief Executive of the charity Haemochromatosis
UK, said: "This study furthers our understanding of the toxic effects of
excess iron on the body. It's important that families with genetic
haemochromatosis get their relatives screened for the condition. Early
diagnosis saves lives and improves quality of life, too." 

The NHS advises that it is important to talk to your GP if you have a
parent or sibling with haemochromatosis, even if you don't have
symptoms yourself—tests can be done to check if you're at risk of
developing problems. People are also advised to talk to their GPs about
haemochromatosis if they have the following persistent or worrying
symptoms—particularly if you have a northern European family
background. Typical symptoms include feeling very tired all the time
(fatigue); weight loss; weakness and joint pain. Also, some men with
haemochromatosis develop an inability to get or maintain an erection
(erectile dysfunction), and some women have irregular periods or absent
periods. These symptoms usually come on between ages 30 and 60. 

  More information: Janice L. Atkins et al, Hemochromatosis
Mutations, Brain Iron Imaging, and Dementia in the UK Biobank
Cohort, Journal of Alzheimer's Disease (2021). DOI:
10.3233/JAD-201080
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